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Defendant U.S. Bank National Association (the “Bank” or the “Trustee”) submits this 

memorandum of law in opposition to Plaintiffs’ Motion to Remand (the “Motion”).1  For the 

reasons set forth below, this Court should deny the Motion and retain jurisdiction over this 

lawsuit.  

PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

Plaintiffs, a Utah-based Native American tribe and 17 LLCs created by the tribe, filed 

this case against the Bank in New York state court.  The complaint contains only a single cause 

of action for breach of contract, and the contracts at issue are 43 nearly identical Government 

National Mortgage Association Guaranteed REMIC Pass-Through Securities Trust, Ginnie Mae 

REMIC Trust Agreements (the “Ginnie Mae Agreements”).2  When the Bank removed this case 

to federal court, Plaintiffs informed the Bank that they were happy to litigate this case in federal 

court.  But—three months after the Bank removed—Plaintiffs had a change of heart and decided 

that they no longer want this Court to decide this case. 

The lone, narrow issue presented by Plaintiffs’ Motion is whether this Court has 

jurisdiction to hear this case.  This Court has jurisdiction if both of the following are true: (i) the 

Ginnie Mae Agreements are governed by federal law, and (ii) the U.S. Government has a 

substantial interest in the Ginnie Mae Agreements.  Plaintiffs do not contend otherwise.  For 

reasons set forth in this memorandum, both are undoubtedly true. 

1 Unless otherwise stated, references and citations to the “Motion” or “Mot.” are to the memorandum of 
law in support of Plaintiffs’ Motion to Remand, Dkt. 28.  Unless otherwise states, references and citations 
to “Exh. __” are to exhibits to the Declaration of Michael S. Kraut submitted herewith. 

2 At summary judgment, the Bank will demonstrate that Plaintiffs lack standing to pursue this action, that 
Plaintiffs’ interpretation of the key provisions of the governing agreements is incorrect, and that 
unequivocal exculpatory language of the governing agreements provides a third fatal flaw that dooms 
Plaintiffs’ complaint.  All of that, however, is for another day. 
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As to the first prong, the Ginnie Mae Agreements expressly state that they are to be 

governed and construed in accordance with the laws of the United States of America.  Compl., at 

Exh. B, at § 8.07.  Plaintiffs assert that the Court instead should apply New York law, even 

accusing the Bank of “distort[ing]” their claim and cherry-picking language from the Ginnie Mae 

Agreements.  The Bank declines the invitation to trade ad hominem attacks and instead submits 

the Governing Law provision of the Ginnie Mae Agreements for the Court’s review.     

Plaintiffs’ Motion fares no better on the second prong, as the federal government plainly 

has a substantial interest in the Ginnie Mae Agreements.  By way of background, Ginnie Mae is 

a corporation owned by the United States Government within the Department of Housing and 

Urban Development that created and oversees a Real Estate Mortgage Investment Conduit 

(“REMIC”) Trust Program, through which it guarantees hundreds of billions of dollars in 

payments.3  Ginnie Mae drafted “Standard Trust Provisions for REMIC Trusts” (the “Standard 

Terms”)4 and mandates that those contractual terms—which are the terms at issue in this case—

govern the thousands of trusts in the Ginnie Mae REMIC Trust Program.  The Standard Terms 

are incorporated into each of the Ginnie Mae Agreements.  E.g., Compl., Exh. A, § 1.  The 

Standard Terms define the rights and obligations of the parties to the Ginnie Mae REMIC trusts, 

identify Ginnie Mae as a third-party beneficiary of the Ginnie Mae Agreements, and contain 

numerous provisions designed specifically to protect Ginnie Mae’s interest in the transactions as 

guarantor (see infra at 11-12).  Plaintiffs’ assertion that Ginnie Mae does not have a substantial 

interest in the contract that forms the backbone of its REMIC Trust Program is patently wrong. 

3 Ginnie Mae 2019 Annual Report, 
https://www.ginniemae.gov/about_us/what_we_do/Annual_Reports/annual_report19.pdf (last visited 
June 10, 2020).  For example, in Fiscal Year 2019 alone, Ginnie Mae guaranteed REMIC issuances of 
$94.5 billion.  Id. at 25.   

4 Compl., Exh. B. 
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The Ginnie Mae Agreements are governed by federal law and the United States 

Government has a substantial interest in those contracts.  Accordingly, the Court should deny the 

Motion. 

BACKGROUND 

The trusts at issue (the “Trusts”) are Ginnie Mae REMIC trusts.  For the Trusts, and 

thousands of other Ginnie Mae REMIC trusts, the United States Government plays an integral 

role at every step of the process that leads to their creation and the agreements that govern them 

after closing. 

To begin the process, mortgage lenders originate mortgage loans to borrowers.  If those 

loans meet certain criteria established by the National Housing Act, the United States Federal 

Housing Administration (“FHA”) or another federal agency guarantees the repayment of those 

mortgage loans.5  Next, the lender may securitize the mortgage loans, creating individual MBS 

that entitle the holders of those MBS to payments generated by the underlying mortgage loans.  

5 Exh. 1, Base Offering Circular dated March 1, 2000, Government National Mortgage Association, 
Guaranteed REMIC Pass-Through Securities, available at 
https://www.ginniemae.gov/investors/multiclass_resources/BaseProspectuses/base_offering_circular.pdf 
(“Base Offering Circular”), at 1 (“The mortgage loans underlying the Ginnie Mae Certificates … consist 
of one- to four-family residential mortgage loans that are insured or guaranteed by the Federal Housing 
Administration …, the United States Department of Veterans Affairs …, the United States Department of 
Housing and Urban Development … or the Rural Housing Service …, formerly the Farmers Home 
Administration.”). 

Because Plaintiffs’ Motion challenges this Court’s jurisdiction, the Court may consider matters outside of 
Plaintiffs’ complaint in resolving Plaintiffs’ Motion.  See Kunstenaar v. Hertz Vehicles, LLC, No. 14-cv-
1101, 2014 WL 1485843, at *1 n.1 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 14, 2014) (considering documents submitted with 
opposition to motion to remand in denying the motion; “The Second Circuit ... has said that, on 
jurisdictional issues, federal courts may look outside the pleadings to other evidence in the record,” and 
therefore the court will consider “material outside of the pleadings” submitted on a motion to remand) 
(internal quotations and citation omitted).  In any event, Plaintiffs’ complaint incorporates by reference 
the Base Offering Circular.  Compl., ¶7 n.2. 
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Ginnie Mae guarantees the MBS payments by backing them with “the full faith and credit of the 

United States,”6 making them the only MBS guaranteed by the federal government.7

A bank known as a “Sponsor” then acquires many Ginnie Mae guaranteed MBS, bundles 

them into “pools,” and securitizes them into Ginnie Mae REMIC securities, utilizing the Ginnie 

Mae Agreement to govern the transaction.  The terms of the Ginnie Mae Agreement set forth the 

rights and obligations of the parties and Ginnie Mae, as well as rights of certificateholders of the 

Trusts to payments generated by the underlying MBS, which payments Ginnie Mae guarantees.8

Ginnie Mae’s substantial interest in the Ginnie Mae Agreements—which govern thousands of 

securitizations in which it guarantees hundreds of billions of dollars of payments—is set forth in 

greater detail infra at Section II.  The Bank acted as trustee for the Trusts at issue in this case. 

Ginnie Mae REMIC securities represent either regular certificates, which either have a 

principal balance and accrue interest or accrue interest based on a notional principal balance, or 

non-economic residual certificates, which have no principal balance and do not accrue interest.  

Base Offering Circular, at 21.  Because non-economic residual certificateholders are solely 

responsible for paying the entire federal tax liability of the Trusts, specific contract provisions 

and laws dictate who can hold those certificates.  See Standard Terms § 2.04 (a); 26 U.S.C.         

§ 860E(e)(5).  Specifically, among other qualifications, a residual certificateholder cannot be a 

6 Programs & Products, Ginnie Mae, 
https://www.ginniemae.gov/about_us/what_we_do/pages/programs_products.aspx (last visited June 10, 
2020).  

7 Base Offering Circular, at 1 (“Each Trust will be comprised primarily of (i) ‘fully modified pass-
through’ mortgage-backed securities as to which Ginnie Mae has guaranteed the timely payment of 
principal and interest ….”). 

8 Id. (“The Government National Mortgage Association guarantees the timely payment of principal and 
interest on the securities.”) (emphasis omitted); Standard Terms § 3.04(i) (“With respect to each Series, 
pursuant to the Guaranty Agreement, Ginnie Mae, in exchange for the Ginnie Mae Guaranty Fee, has 
guaranteed to each Holder of a Security the timely payment of principal and interest on the Holder’s 
Security in accordance with the terms of the applicable Trust Agreement.”). 
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“Disqualified Organization.”  Standard Terms § 2.04 (a).  Plaintiffs purport to be the holders of 

the non-economic residual certificates of the Trusts notwithstanding the Bank’s belief that they 

do not qualify to hold residual certificates under the Standard Terms and federal law.  Compl., 

¶7.9

The Standard Terms provide that when the aggregate principal balance of a Trust’s assets 

is reduced to one percent of its original principal balance, the Trustee may, but is not required to, 

terminate the Trust “by purchasing (or causing the sale to one or more third parties of) all of the 

Trust Assets remaining in the Trust and depositing into the Book-Entry Depository Account the 

Termination Price therefor.”  Standard Terms § 6.01.  Among other steps, the Trustee is required 

under the Standard Terms to give notice to Ginnie Mae of its intent to terminate the Trust.  See 

id.  At the proper time and on the proper motion, the Bank will demonstrate that, in connection 

with the termination of a Trust, the Ginnie Mae Agreements do not require it to pay any 

additional amounts to certificateholders of the Trust after it fully pays the contractually-required 

Termination Price.  That issue, however, is not before the Court at this time. 

LEGAL STANDARD 

Federal courts have original jurisdiction over all civil actions arising under the laws of the 

United States.  28 U.S.C. § 1331.  In assessing jurisdiction of breach-of-contract claims, federal 

courts exercise federal question jurisdiction if the contract provides that it is governed by federal 

law and “the United States has a substantial interest in the contract being litigated.”  World Sav. 

& Loan Ass’n. v. Fed. Home Loan Bank of S.F., No. 00-cv-4749, 2002 WL 1941155, at *3 (N.D. 

9 Plaintiffs’ standing is a matter that must be resolved under federal law, as discussed below.  This federal 
issue, which was not present in the CeCe and NMC cases discussed infra at n.14, is another reason why 
removal of this case was a logical step. 
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Cal. Aug. 19, 2002); Danis Indus. Corp. v. Fernald Envtl. Restoration Mgmt. Corp., 947 F. 

Supp. 323, 328 (S.D. Ohio 1996).  Plaintiffs do not contest this is the applicable standard.       

ARGUMENT 

Federal question jurisdiction exists because the contract at issue is governed by federal 

law and because “the United States has a substantial interest in the contract being litigated.”  

World Sav. & Loan Ass’n., 2002 WL 1941155, at *3; Danis Indus. Corp., 947 F. Supp. at 328.     

I. THE GINNIE MAE AGREEMENTS ARE GOVERNED BY FEDERAL LAW 

It is undisputed that this case involves a single breach of contract claim,10 the contracts at 

issue are the substantially identical Ginnie Mae Agreements, and that the Governing Law 

provision in the Ginnie Mae Agreements, which is incorporated with the Standard Terms, states: 

Section 8.07 Governing Law. 

THE TRUST AGREEMENT SHALL BE GOVERNED BY AND 
CONSTRUED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.  INSOFAR AS THERE MAY 
BE NO APPLICABLE LAW OF THE UNITED STATES, THE 
INTERNAL LAWS OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK 
(WITHOUT GIVING REGARD TO CONFLICT OF LAWS 
PRINCIPLES) SHALL BE DEEMED REFLECTIVE OF THE 
LAWS OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, INSOFAR 
AS TO DO SO WOULD NOT FRUSTRATE THE PURPOSES 
OF ANY PROVISION OF THE TRUST AGREEMENT OR THE 
TRANSACTIONS GOVERNED THEREBY. 

Standard Terms § 8.07.  The first sentence of this provision makes painstakingly clear that the 

contract is governed by federal law.  This alone resolves the first prong in the Bank’s favor.   

In an effort to circumvent the clear language of Section 8.07, Plaintiffs set up a straw 

man, arguing that they assert only a breach-of-contract claim that ipso facto must be a state law 

claim, and that they do not allege that the Bank violated any duty arising under federal law.  Mot. 

10 Plaintiffs’ deadline to add new claims, absent good cause shown, already passed on June 3, 2020.  Dkt. 
18, ¶4.  
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at 7.  Plaintiffs’ unsupported conclusion that their breach-of-contract claim must be governed by 

New York law because Plaintiffs allege that it is (id. at 9) fails.  Plaintiffs cannot establish the 

governing law of a contract simply by alleging it, particularly when the Standard Terms 

themselves, which Plaintiffs attached to their complaint, contradict that allegation on its face.  If 

documents incorporated by reference “contradict the allegations of the … complaint, the 

documents control and this Court need not accept as true the allegations in the … complaint.”  

Rapoport v. Asia Elecs. Holding Co., 88 F. Supp. 2d 179, 184 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).      

Plaintiffs emphasize that the choice-of-law provision further provides that “[i]nsofar as 

there may be no applicable law of the United States, the internal laws of the state of New York 

(without giving regard to conflict of laws principles) shall be deemed reflective of the laws of the 

United States of America, insofar as to do so would not frustrate the purposes of any provision of 

the Trust Agreement or the transactions governed thereby.”  Mot. at 6-7 (emphasis omitted) 

(citing Standard Terms § 8.07).  However, this language does not support a conclusion that New 

York law governs the Ginnie Mae Agreements for at least three reasons. 

First, as noted above, the Governing Law provision expressly states that the laws of the 

United States of America govern the trust, which controls.  The language that Plaintiffs cite 

merely allows the Court to look to New York law for guidance in determining what the 

applicable federal law is; even in those circumstances, the Court would be applying federal law. 

Second, before even considering New York law, the presiding court would need to 

analyze federal law and determine that no federal law applies.  Thus, in all events, a thorough 

analysis of federal law will be necessary.  This Court is better positioned than a state court to 

perform that analysis.  See Gulf Offshore Co. v. Mobil Oil Corp., 453 U.S. 473, 484 (1981) 

(citing “the expertise of federal judges in federal law” as rationale for federal jurisdiction); see 
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also 13D Charles Alan Wright et al., Federal Practice & Procedure § 3565 (3d ed. 2020) (“[O]ne 

justification for federal question jurisdiction is to gain access to the expertise of federal judges in 

matters of federal law.”). 

Third, the governing provision limits the application of New York law to instances when 

the application of New York law would not frustrate the purposes of any provision of the Ginnie 

Mae Agreements or the transactions governed thereby.  Plaintiffs’ complaint asks the Court to 

conclude that New York law requires U.S. Bank to pay to holders of residual certificates the 

proceeds of trust terminations (net of the Termination Price).  Compl., ¶¶32-33.  Any such 

conclusion would frustrate the purposes of the provision of the Standard Terms that permits U.S. 

Bank to do just that because it would erode U.S. Bank’s bargained-for compensation. See, e.g., 

Exh. 2 (“John Getchis, senior vice president of the office of capital markets at Ginnie Mae, said 

that the cleanup-call provision is disclosed in the securities’ offering materials and the call rights 

are part of a trustee’s potential compensation for their work.”).     

 The cases cited by Plaintiffs (Mot. at 9-10) are inapposite as none of the contracts at 

issue contained federal choice-of-law provisions.  For example, in Chan Ah Wah v. HSBC Bank 

PLC, No. 13-cv-4789-JPO, 2014 WL 2453304 (S.D.N.Y. June 2, 2014), the plaintiffs’ only 

support for federal question jurisdiction was a passing reference to a federal statute while only 

asserting state law claims.11  Cases in which the contracts at issue specifically provided for the 

application of federal law are more applicable.  See World Sav. & Loan Ass’n., 2002 WL 

1941155, at *3 (finding federal jurisdiction when the “contract between the parties provides that 

11 Plaintiffs also cite Charter Oak Fire Ins. Co. v. Zurich Am. Ins. Co., No. 19-cv-4212, 2020 WL 
1989399 (S.D.N.Y. Apr. 27, 2020) for the unremarkable proposition that a court must interpret a contract 
in accordance with its plain meaning.  Mot. at 7.  This case does not support Plaintiffs’ position because 
the “plain meaning” of the Governing Law provision of the Ginnie Mae Agreements provides for the 
application of federal law. 
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Federal common law governs disputes arising thereunder”); Danis Indus. Corp., 947 F. Supp. at 

328 (finding federal jurisdiction; “In the context of contract choice-of-law provision the Parties 

are doing more than merely conferring jurisdiction.  In essence, the Parties have agreed to have 

their contract dispute resolved under federal law. …  Consequently, the case would appear to 

involve a question of federal law.”). 

II. THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT HAS A  
SUBSTANTIAL INTEREST IN THE CONTRACTS AT ISSUE 

Ginnie Mae—and therefore the United States Government—has a substantial interest in 

the Ginnie Mae Agreements. 

First, the Ginnie Mae REMIC Trust Program is entirely of Ginnie Mae’s creation, and the 

Ginnie Mae Agreements are the principal vehicle for implementing the Program.  The Program, 

and therefore the Ginnie Mae Agreements, support Ginnie Mae’s mission to “provide[] liquidity 

and stability, serving as the principal financing arm for government mortgage loans and ensuring 

that mortgage lenders have the necessary funds to provide loans to customers.”12  Indeed, Ginnie 

Mae’s ability to provide liquidity and stability through the REMIC Trust Program is contingent 

upon: (i) the willingness of investors to purchase certificates ultimately, through several layers of 

U.S. Government guarantees, secured by mortgage loans and (ii) transaction parties’ willingness 

to accept the Standard Terms.  Given that this dispute requires the Court to interpret Ginnie 

Mae’s own form document, which governs thousands of transactions, Ginnie Mae’s interest is 

evident.  However, that interest is heightened, given that HUD and Ginnie Mae officials have 

refuted Plaintiffs’ interpretation of the trustee’s termination rights, which would strip U.S. Bank 

of the benefit of its termination right.  For example, in an article published in the Wall Street 

12 Our Mission, Ginnie Mae, https://www.ginniemae.gov/pages/default.aspx (last visited June 10, 2020). 
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Journal on June 24, 2015, John Getchis, a Senior Vice President of the Office of Capital Markets 

at Ginnie Mae, “said that the cleanup-call provision is disclosed in the securities’ offering 

materials and the call rights are part of a trustee’s potential compensation for their work.”  Exh. 

2.  An adoption of Plaintiffs’ interpretation of the Ginnie Mae Agreements—which would, in 

essence, reform the contracts—would strip the Trustee of part of its compensation.  In such a 

scenario, it may be necessary for Ginnie Mae to increase or expand other components of the 

Trustee’s compensation to offset this unintended reduction.13

Second, the Standard Terms state that “Ginnie Mae is a third-party beneficiary of each 

Trust Agreement and entitled to enforce all obligations of any party to a Trust Agreement.”  

Standard Terms § 8.05.  By definition, a third-party beneficiary has an interest in the subject 

contract.  See United States v. Jacobs, 304 F. Supp. 613, 622 (S.D.N.Y. 1969) (finding that the 

government, as a third-party beneficiary, had an interest in the subject contract; “the agreements 

created a third-party interest, i.e., the government’s”); see also Sw. Ctr. for Biological Diversity 

v. Berg, 268 F.3d 810, 820 (9th Cir. 2001) (finding that non-party had “substantial interest as a 

third-party beneficiary of the assurances and approval process set out in the” subject agreement). 

Third, Ginnie Mae guaranteed the collateral at issue under the contract in two ways.  

First, Ginnie Mae guaranteed payments due pursuant to the terms of the MBS that are collateral 

of the Ginnie Mae REMIC trusts.  Second, Ginnie Mae guaranteed payments due pursuant to the 

terms of the certificates issued by the Ginnie Mae REMIC trusts.  Thus, if, for any reason, a 

certificateholder did not receive the entire payment to which it was entitled, Ginnie Mae would 

13 While Plaintiffs are correct that the First Department reversed two Commercial Part decisions that had 
granted U.S. Bank’s motion to dismiss complaints filed by other residual holders raising a similar theory 
and permitted the cases to proceed into discovery, U.S. Bank is confident that, at the summary judgment 
phase, with the appropriate context, the Court will interpret the agreement consistent with the view shared 
by U.S. Bank and Ginnie Mae officials. 
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make up the shortfall.  Ginnie Mae has guaranteed hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of 

REMIC issuances.  Indeed, in Fiscal Year 2019 alone, Ginnie Mae guaranteed REMIC issuances 

of $94.5 billion.14  Even under the one Ginnie Mae Agreement that Plaintiffs attached to the 

complaint alone, Ginnie Mae guaranteed approximately $200 million in principal plus interest.  

Compl., Exh. A, at Schedule B.  These amounts constitute a substantial interest by any measure. 

Fourth, Ginnie Mae maintained substantial rights and interests in the Ginnie Mae 

Agreements, as evidenced by the following additional provisions (all emphasis added): 

 “[T]he Trustee shall furnish or cause to be furnished to Ginnie Mae … a 
statement containing … (b) in the case of Residual Securities, the amount of 
distributions …”  Standard Terms § 3.08; 

 “Ginnie Mae has established operational guidelines designed to assist the 
operational departments of the Trustee, the Book-Entry Depository, the 
Information Agent and Ginnie Mae in complying with the requirements of this 
Article III.  Ginnie Mae has reserved the right, consistent with law, to alter or 
waive any of the requirements of the operational guidelines or to institute other 
requirements as it deems appropriate.  The Trustee hereby agrees to comply with 
the operational guidelines, as amended.”  Standard Terms § 3.09; 

 “The Trustee shall not be personally liable with respect to any action taken or 
suffered or omitted to be taken by it in good faith in accordance with the direction 
of Ginnie Mae as to the time, method and place of conducting any proceeding for 
any remedy available to the Trustee, or exercising any trust or power conferred 
upon the Trustee, under a Trust Agreement.”  Standard Terms § 5.01(c); 

 “The Information Agent shall not be deemed to be an agent of the Trustee, but 
rather the agent of Ginnie Mae.”  Standard Terms § 5.01; 

 “The Trustee shall not be bound to make any investigation into the facts or 
matters stated in any resolution, certificate, statement, instrument, opinion, report, 
notice, request, consent, order, approval, bond or other paper, communications or 
document, unless requested in writing so to do by Ginnie Mae or the Holders of a 
Series evidencing Percentage Interests aggregating not less than 50% of all 
Securities in such Series.”  Standard Terms § 5.02(e); 

14 Ginnie Mae 2019 Annual Report, 
https://www.ginniemae.gov/about_us/what_we_do/Annual_Reports/annual_report19.pdf (last visited 
June 10, 2020), at 25. 
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 “The Trustee may rely conclusively on all calculations and other information 
provided to it by Ginnie Mae, the Information Agent or any other agent of Ginnie 
Mae.”  Standard Terms § 5.02(g); 

 “Ginnie Mae may remove the Trustee for cause at any time.”  Standard Terms 
§  5.07; 

 “At its sole discretion, and from time to time, Ginnie Mae shall have the right to 
undertake a full performance review of the Trustee and any subcontractors 
retained by the Trustee.”  Standard Terms § 5.13; 

 “Any Trust Agreement may, with the consent of Ginnie Mae, and shall, at the 
request of Ginnie Mae, be amended from time to time by the Trustee ….”  
Standard Terms § 8.03(a); and 

 Ginnie Mae is “entitled to enforce all obligations of any party to a Trust 
Agreement.”  Standard Terms § 8.05.15

Any of these provisions, let alone all of them, demonstrates Ginnie Mae’s substantial interest in 

the Ginnie Mae Agreements.   

Fifth, while Plaintiffs claim to have held non-economic residual interests, they do not 

appear to have been contractually or legally qualified to do so.  As noted above, the Standard 

Terms provide a holder of these interests cannot be a “Disqualified Organization” because the 

residual certificateholders alone are responsible for paying any federal taxes owed by the 

Trusts.16  The Standard Terms also make clear that any purported transfer of certificates in 

violation of the Standard Terms “shall be absolutely null and void.”  Standard Terms § 2.04(c).  

Plaintiffs state that they are “a federally recognized Native American Tribe and the sole member 

and owner of 100% of the membership interests in each of the Goshute LLC Plaintiffs” (Compl., 

¶7), and as such, presumably are exempt from federal taxation and therefore Disqualified 

Organizations.  Plaintiffs’ standing to pursue this case will be front and center in this dispute.  

15 Additional excerpts demonstrating Ginnie Mae’s rights and interests under the contract are attached 
hereto as Exh. “3.” 

16 Standard Terms § 2.04 (a); 26 U.S.C. § 860E(e)(5). 
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The federal government—including Ginnie Mae and the Internal Revenue Service—has a 

substantial interest in the Ginnie Mae Agreement, particularly with respect to provisions at issue 

in this case that govern whether Plaintiffs may hold the certificates and whether the federal 

government receives all appropriate tax payments.17

Plaintiffs argue that, if the federal government had a substantial interest, the Bank would 

have made the federal government a party to this action.  Mot. at 9.  In doing so, Plaintiffs 

misstate the relevant standard.  The federal government can have a substantial interest in a 

contract without being a party to the litigation, and no authority cited by Plaintiffs holds to the 

contrary.  See, e.g., World Sav. & Loan Ass’n., 2002 WL 1941155, at *3 (finding federal 

jurisdiction when the government “has a substantial interest in the contract being litigated” 

(emphasis added)).  In both World Sav. & Loan Ass’n. and Danis Indus. Corp., the courts held 

that the federal government had a substantial jurisdiction interest in the contracts at issue even 

though the government was not a party to either dispute.  World Sav. & Loan Ass’n., 2002 WL 

1941155 (in a dispute between a federally-chartered savings and loan association and a regional 

home loan bank, finding that the federal government had a substantial interest in the contract at 

issue even though the government was not a party to the dispute); see also Danis Indus. Corp., 

947 F. Supp. at 328 (in a dispute between two private construction companies, finding that the 

federal government had a substantial interest in the contract at issue even though the government 

was not a party to the dispute).  Given the federal government’s interest in the Ginnie Mae 

Agreements, the prong is undeniably satisfied.      

17 Moreover, to the extent that a court applies New York law to the Ginnie Mae Agreements in this 
dispute and determines that Plaintiffs were entitled to hold the non-economic residual certificates without 
paying federal income taxes, that would “frustrate the purposes of [a] provision of the Trust Agreement or 
the transactions governed thereby” and therefore provides another reason why New York law could not 
apply.  Supra at 8.     
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Plaintiffs’ cited authority (Mot. at 9-10) does not undermine this conclusion.  In none of 

the cases cited by Plaintiffs did the federal government have an interest in the applicable contract 

as substantial as the federal government’s interest in the Ginnie Mae Agreements, which Ginnie 

Mae drafted and pursuant to which it guarantees hundreds of billions of dollars of payments and 

is an express third-party beneficiary.  See, e.g., Intelepix LLC v. Pittel, No. 11-cv-25-SJF-WDW, 

2011 WL 122048, at *3 (E.D.N.Y. Jan. 10, 2011) (the lone alleged government interest in this 

corporate “management dispute” was that one of the parties sold software and related services to 

the federal government).  In one of Plaintiffs’ cases, the contract was expressly governed by New 

Jersey law.  Woodward Governor Co. v. Curtiss-Wright Flight Sys., Inc., 164 F.3d 123, 129 (2d 

Cir. 1999) (“In this case, the issue is not whether the parties may choose federal common law, 

but whether they did choose federal common law.” (emphasis in original)).  And some of the 

“authority” cited by Plaintiffs does not even involve contracts at all.  See O’Melveny & Myers v. 

F.D.I.C., 512 U.S. 79 (1994) (addressing when federal statutes preempt state tort law); Bank of 

Am. Nat’l Trust & Sav. Ass’n v. Parnell, 352 U.S. 29 (1956) (conversion claim).18

18 Plaintiffs cite Rivera v. Phipps Houses Servs. No. 01-cv-2324-HB, 2001 WL 740779 (S.D.N.Y. June 
29, 2001) for the unremarkable proposition that the word “substantial” in terms of the government’s 
interest is not “mere surplusage.”  Given the arguments and information set forth herein, Ginnie Mae’s 
interest in the Ginnie Mae Agreements is undoubtedly substantial. 
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CONCLUSION 

For all of the foregoing reasons, U.S. Bank respectfully requests that Plaintiffs’ Motion 

be denied in its entirety, and that the Court retain federal jurisdiction of this lawsuit. 

Dated: June 10, 2020 Respectfully submitted, 
Larchmont, New York 

MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 

By: /s/ Michael S. Kraut 
 Michael S. Kraut 
 Grant R. MacQueen 
 101 Park Avenue 
 New York, New York 10178 
 Telephone:  (212) 309-6000 
 Facsimile:  (212) 309-6001 
 michael.kraut@morganlewis.com 
 grant.macqueen@morganlewis.com 

 Attorneys for Defendant U.S. Bank National 
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